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   In  mass  disasters,  the  main  task of the medicolegal expert is to 

   support  the  victims'  identification.  As such events are rare, the 

   knowledge obtained during previous operations should be evaluated and 

   published   to   improve   the   quality  and  effectiveness  of  the 

   identification  work  in  future disasters. This report describes the 

   experience  gained  at  the  Institute  of  Forensic  Medicine of the 

   Humboldt  University  in  Berlin  during  the  identification  of the 

   victims   of   three  aircraft  accidents  (1972,  1986,  1989).  The 

   advantages  and  disadvantages of the identification methods used are 

   discussed.  Medicolegal  experts should make themselves familiar with 

   available  experiences  to be adequately prepared for the responsible 

   task of identifying the victims in an emergency. 
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   The odontology victim identification skill assessment system. 
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   Mass  fatality  identification  efforts involving forensic odontology 

   can  involve  hundreds  of dental volunteers. A literature review was 

   conducted  and  forensic odontologists and dental educators consulted 

   to  identify  lessons  learned from past mass fatality identification 

   efforts.  As a result, the authors propose a skill assessment system, 

   the  Odontology  Victim Identification Skill Assessment System (OVID- 

   SAS),  which  details  qualifications  required to participate on the 

   Antemortem,  Postmortem, Ante/Postmortem Comparison, Field, and Shift 

   Leader/Initial  Response  Teams.  For  each  qualification,  specific 

   skills have been identified along with suggested educational pedagogy 

   and   skill  assessment  methods.  Courses  and  assessments  can  be 

   developed  by  dental schools, professional associations, or forensic 

   organizations  to  teach  and test for the skills required for dental 

   volunteers  to  participate  on  each team. By implementing a system, 

   such  as  OVID-SAS, forensic odontologists responsible for organizing 

   and  managing  a  forensic  odontology  mass  fatality identification 

   effort  will be able to optimally utilize individuals presenting with 

   proven skills. 
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   Reconstruction of deformed bite marks using affine transformations. 
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   Bite  marks inflicted on animate and inanimate objects will undergo a 

   certain  degree  of deformation. This fact remains one of the biggest 

   stumbling  blocks  when analyzing evidence for court presentation. It 

   has  been  demonstrated  that  the reliability of pattern association 

   analysis  will  not  be  affected  by  minimal  degrees  of  warping, 

   shrinkage, and distortion. In this study, affine transformations were 

   applied  to  bite  marks  to  establish  if minimal distortions would 

   affect  the  mathematically  determined  relationships of the defined 

   features.  In  a  real  case  study,  it  was then tested whether the 

   distorted  bite  mark  matched  the  dentition  of the perpetrator by 

   applying an affine transformation. This was confirmed to be the case. 

   Affine  transformations will thus not affect the relationships of the 

   individual  features  found in bite marks. The numerical calculations 

   validate  the  reliability  of  pattern  association  analysis in the 

   presence of minimal amounts of warping, shrinkage, and distortion. 
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   An  evaluation of statistical methods for the determination of age of 
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   Lamendin  and  colleagues (1992) proposed to assess age-at-death from 

   root  translucency  and  periodontosis.  Several  teeth from the same 

   individual were included in their study. In our work, we evaluate the 

   reliability  of  their  formulas  without  introducing this bias. Our 

   sample  was  constituted of 214 individuals (114 males and 100 women) 

   selected from the Terry collection (U.S.A.). The R(2) between age and 

   both  indicators  is  equal  to  0.33  and 0.08 (p < 0.001). Based on 

   linear  regression,  the  mean  of  standard error for individual age 

   prediction  was equal to 13.67 years, and the mean interval length is 

   equal  to  53.89  years. Multinomial logistic regression and Bayesian 

   approach  failed  to  give  satisfactory results when classifying the 

   individuals   in   age   categories.   Therefore,  the  use  of  root 

   translucency  and  periodontosis  may  lead to incorrect age-at-death 

   assessment, and it is thus necessary to complement this approach with 

   other techniques to assess age-at-death. 
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   Dental  hard  tissues  are good candidates for age estimation as they 

   are  less  destructive  and procedures to determine age can be easily 

   performed.  Although  cementum annulations and cementum thickness are 

   important parameters in this regard, they are seldom used. This study 

   was  undertaken  to  review the methods, difficulties in execution of 

   techniques,  and  accuracy  of  cementum thickness and annulations in 

   estimating  the  age.  Unstained and stained ground sections of tooth 

   were   used   to   measure  cemental  thickness  and  count  cemental 

   annulations  based  on  which age was estimated and was compared with 

   known  age.  Although  there  was  positive relation between cemental 

   thickness  and  annulations  with  age,  only in 1-1.5% of cases, age 

   could be predicted with accuracy. 
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   Here,   we   report  on  an  experimental  approach  of  simultaneous 

   determination  of  various  amino  acids  racemization (AAR) rates in 

   teeth.   We  evaluated  the  measurements  of  aspartic  acid  (Asp), 

   glutamate  (Glu),  and  alanine  (Ala)  isolated from dentin. Asx D/L 

   rates  from  total  amino  acid  fraction,  generally  used  for  age 

   estimation,  showed  high correlation (r = 0.98) with age. As Glx and 

   Ala  showed  very  slow  racemization  kinetics  in  TA, we performed 

   further  analysis  of  the  acid-soluble  protein  (SP) fraction. The 



   results  supported improved correlation between age and D/L rates for 

   Glu  (r = 0.84) and Ala (r = 0.85), as well as for Asp (r = 0.98). By 

   providing  further  elucidation  on  dentin protein racemization, the 

   technique  offers  a  considerable opportunity to involve other amino 

   acids  in  age  estimation  studies.  As the process does not require 

   additional  separation  steps,  the  method  can be easily adapted to 

   existing protocols. 
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   In  forensic  science,  determining  a person's chronological age has 

   become  a  challenge  for  researchers.  Determining age using dental 

   calcification  is  becoming  increasingly important. The objective of 

   this study is to estimate the dental age of the children's population 

   in  Region  VIII,  Chile. The sample was randomly taken from children 

   under  the  care  of  the  Faculty of Dentistry at the Universidad de 

   Concepcion in Chile. The study encompasses 159 children between 3 and 

   14  years  of  age.  The  dental  age  was  determined  following the 

   Demirjian  method.  The  Bland-Altman method was applied to establish 

   the   correlation.   It   was   determined  that  the  range  between 

   chronological   and   dental  age  is  similar,  and  the  degree  of 

   correlation  between  both ages is nearly perfect. In conclusion, the 

   degree  of  correlation between the chronological and dental ages for 

   each  gender  is  also  very  good although it is slightly higher for 



   females. 
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